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The future of 
recruiting is virtual
Working remotely is on the rise. Stay ahead of the 
curve by knowing what technology is available 
and how you can adapt your recruiting process to a 
virtual environment. 

Here are some tips and tech solutions to help you 
prepare for tomorrow  — and a few steps you can 
take right away. 

Introduction

The business case 
for virtual recruiting

It’s cheaper
Companies that conduct video 
interviews report up to a 95% 
reduction in recruitment costs.1

It’s easier
54% of global employees say 
they’d rather switch careers 
than emigrate.2

It’s faster
Companies with distributed 
workforces are able to hire 
33% faster.3

1

2

3

1  “Optimize Your Return on Investment with Live Interviewing,” VidCruiter, accessed May 7, 2020.
2  “Global Report: Randstad Workmonitor Q3 2019,” Randstad, September 2019.
3  Estelle Pin, “Our New Study Takes a Deeper Look Into ‘the State of Remote Work’” TINYpulse, February 23, 2018.

3

https://vidcruiter.com/video-interviewing/live/roi/
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/481927/Randstad%20Workmonitor%20global%20report%20Q3%20-%20Sept%202019%20(4).pdf
https://www.tinypulse.com/blog/the-state-of-remote-work
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Prepare for success.
How well you prepare and collaborate with key stakeholders 
can determine the efficiency and effectiveness of your entire 
recruiting process. 

Virtual recruitment strategies

To collaborate from afar, try 
video platforms like Zoom, 
Skype, or Microsoft Teams; 
project management 
tools like Trello, Asana, or 
Airtable; and applicant 
tracking systems (ATS) like 
LinkedIn Talent Hub.

To pave the way for 
greater efficiency, ensure 
job descriptions clearly list 
essential requirements — 
noting any preferred skills 
or experience — to reduce 
unqualified applications.

Tip Tech

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/talent-hub?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Strengthen  
employer branding.
Your online brand can increase in importance as virtual recruiting 
becomes more common — shifting away from on-site office  
walk-throughs to online ways of showcasing your workplace.

of job seekers use online 
content to research 
companies they might want 
to work for.4

81%

4 “Employer Branding Insights 2019,” Wonderful Workplaces, Haymarket Media Group, accessed May 7, 2020.

Social media management 
tools like Buffer or Hootsuite 
can save time by scheduling 
posts in advance.

Share company photos and 
videos across platforms, like 
your LinkedIn Career Page, 
and social media accounts to 
help candidates determine if 
your culture is a good fit.

Is your online 
employer brand 
strong enough?

Tip Tech

http://offlinehbpl.hbpl.co.uk/NewsAttachments/OMC/EmployerBrandingInsightsReport2019.pdf
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/company-career-pages?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Find and attract  
the right candidates.
As recruiting processes become increasingly virtual, you’ll want 
to get comfortable with various platforms to take full advantage.

Remote work has increased 
173% since 2005.5

Consider candidates who 
have interacted with your 
social accounts. Reach out 
through direct message 
rather than on their feed, 
where others can view.

Tip
When you post a job on 
LinkedIn, you can include 
targeting criteria — like 
screening questions, skills, 
and years of experience — to 
find the best candidate.

Tech

Reach more talent by 
offering remote roles

5 “Latest Work-At-Home/Telecommuting/Mobile Work/Remote Work Statistics,” Global Workplace Analytics, March 2020.

https://www.linkedin.com/talent/post-a-job?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.linkedin.com/talent/post-a-job?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/telecommuting-statistics
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Filter applicants 
efficiently.
Prioritize your workload effectively by targeting the most 
qualified candidates.

Look for tools that provide insights 
about a candidate’s suitability to help 
further filter applicants.

Gain a snapshot 
summary of candidates

Choose tools that integrate 
seamlessly with your ATS for 
maximum efficiency.

Tip
Use artificial intelligence 
and screening questions to 
ensure candidates meet your 
core requirements.

Tech
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Use online 
assessment tools.
Use online assessment tools to save time — from coding abilities to 
business aptitude — and to test multiple candidates at once. 

of companies use some 
form of pre-employment 
assessment test.6

82%

6 Dave Zielinski, “Predictive Assessments Give Companies Insight Into Candidates’ Potential,” SHRM, January 22, 2018.

Hard skills may change 
over time, but soft skills like 
leadership and adaptability 
will never lose their value. 
For virtual interviewing, use 
behavioral questions to gauge 
those attributes.

Tip
Solutions like LinkedIn Skill 
Assessments can be used 
early in the application stage 
to help qualify and confirm 
that candidates have the 
basic skills needed.

Tech

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/predictive-assessments-insight-candidates-potential.aspx
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/product-updates/2019/linkedin-skill-assessments-help-streamline-candidate-search?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/product-updates/2019/linkedin-skill-assessments-help-streamline-candidate-search?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Embrace video 
interviews.
Video interviewing will become increasingly common — 
simplifying scheduling and cutting travel costs without losing 
the valuable face-to-face connection. 

Candidates prefer  
face-to-face experiences
57% of candidates prefer a live video 
interview to one that’s pre-recorded.7

7 Riia O’Donnell, “To find success with video, keep an eye on the candidate experience,” HR Dive, April 9, 2018.

Set up a prep call with 
candidates, before their 
interview with the hiring 
manager, to ensure they 
are able and comfortable 
using the technology. Have 
a backup plan in case they 
do not have the capability to 
join a video interview.

Tip
Many video conferencing 
tools allow multiple people  
to participate, so you can hold 
panel interviews or speak  
one-on-one. 

Tech

https://www.hrdive.com/news/to-find-success-with-video-keep-an-eye-on-the-candidate-experience/520117/
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Virtual recruitment strategies

Communicate 
seamlessly online.
As conversations move online, written communication skills will 
become more important. Tone can be difficult to interpret, while 
typos can create confusion or even damage your credibility.

Effective virtual communication 
is becoming more common.
A Stanford study conducted  
over about two years linked 
working from home to a 13% 
increase in performance.8

8 Shana Lynch, “Why Working From Home Is a ‘Future-Looking Technology’,” Stanford Graduate School of Business, June 22, 2017.

Add an FAQ section to your 
website’s career page, section 
so candidates can easily 
find information about your 
application process.

Tip
Consider using solutions like 
Grammarly or Ginger to help 
with proofreading for better 
communication with candidates 
and internal partners.

Tech

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/why-working-home-future-looking-technology
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Now that you know the tips and tech you need to 
effectively work remotely, you can get going. Use this six-
step checklist to help you start preparing today — from 
boosting skills to researching and finding the tech that 
meets your needs.

Bonus:
Get ready to go virtual. 

11
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Refine and update 
your skills.
Remote work and recruiting aren’t passing trends. Prepare 
now by developing and refining skills that can help you 
thrive in a virtual environment. 

DOC

2

DOC

5

Make a list.

To help you determine 
priorities and the resources 
needed, start by listing the 
skills you want to improve.

Follow industry blogs.

Stay on top of recruiting trends 
and HR tech to help you make 
smart moves. Start with sites 
like SourceCon, ERE, and the 
LinkedIn Talent Blog.

Take online courses.

Learn new skills — from remote 
working techniques to Microsoft 
Excel— with online platforms like 
LinkedIn Learning.

1 2 3

Bonus checklist

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/paths/remote-working-setting-yourself-and-your-teams-up-for-success?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/paths/remote-working-setting-yourself-and-your-teams-up-for-success?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/me?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
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Explore demos 
and free trials.
Start evaluating new technology options, so you can advise 
and guide business partners when the time is right.

Sign up for free versions first.

Many technologies offer limited-
time free trials. Compile a list of 
tools to try and stagger free trials 
to compare options.

Watch a demo.

If the effort to set up free trials 
outweighs testing benefits, then 
look for online videos or request 
demos to see the tools in action.

Ask questions.

Understand whether solutions 
meet your immediate and long-
term needs before you purchase. 

4 5 6

Bonus checklist
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Virtual is the 
new in person.
As more employees look for flexible work 
options and companies start to see cost-saving 
benefits, fully or partially remote jobs will become 
increasingly commonplace. 

Even if your company isn’t going virtual in the near 
future, preparing now can help make the transition 
smoother. Explore your tech options and keep skills 
up to date — and you can be ready for anything.

Conclusion
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Subscribe to our blog

Follow us on Facebook

Connect with us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Twitter

Plan
Use data to inform difficult hiring and 
recruiting decisions.

Talent Insights

Find
Search, connect with, and manage 
your top candidates in one place.

LinkedIn Scheduler
LinkedIn Recruiter

Post
Post jobs to reach candidates you won’t 
find anywhere else.

Post a job
Learn more about LinkedIn Jobs

Attract
Showcase your company culture and 
spotlight jobs with targeted ads.

Career Pages
Recruitment Ads
Pipeline Builder

LinkedIn Talent Solutions offers a full range of hiring and recruiting solutions for every 
step in the process. We’ll help you find and engage the right candidates, build your 
brand, and make even smarter talent decisions with LinkedIn’s data and insights.

Founded in 2003, LinkedIn connects the world’s professionals to make them more pro-
ductive and successful. With 675+ million members worldwide, including 75% of the US 
workforce, LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network.

Experience LinkedIn in action.

Try LinkedIn’s hiring and recruiting products.

Request demo

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.facebook.com/LinkedInTalentSolutions/
https://www.facebook.com/LinkedInTalentSolutions/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/linkedin-talent-solutions/?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/linkedin-talent-solutions/?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/linkedin-talent-solutions/?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://twitter.com/HireOnLinkedIn
https://twitter.com/HireOnLinkedIn
https://www.facebook.com/LinkedInTalentSolutions/
https://twitter.com/HireOnLinkedIn
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/talent-insights?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/talent-insights?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/product-update/recruiter/scheduler?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/product-update/recruiter/scheduler?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/recruiter?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/recruiter?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://www.linkedin.com/talent/post-a-job?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://www.linkedin.com/talent/post-a-job?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/post-jobs?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/post-jobs?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/company-career-pages?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/company-career-pages?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/job-ads?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/sponsored-content-and-recruitment-ads?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/pipeline-builder?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Hiring-Budget
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/pipeline-builder?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/request-free-demo?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/request-free-demo?trk=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting&veh=lts-pros-MOFU-ebook-2020-Virtual-Recruiting

